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Allowing a school to open in a 

pandemic?!

Preschool classroom size 

restrictions



Message

Your Name

My school NAA is opening on monday the 18th and myself along with many 

others dont feel safe going back just yet for many reasons...some have 

simply stated they dont plan on returning under these circumstances 

because their scared for their own health

Everyday hundreds and hundreds of students drive hours from all over the 

state to come to this school and congregate in the few classrooms they do 

have. For 7+ hours everyday in a closed air system...its just asking for trouble 

I personally have breathing issues as it is and I'm concerned to go back to 

face to face schooling at this point..I cant afford to get sick IT COULD KILL 

ME!!

Peoples health> monetary gain and more sickness

Signed a very concerned Natinal Avation Avademy student

Cameron Viegas

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing on behalf child care centers in Pinellas County.  I am the owner 

of Write Start Learning Center, located in Seminole, FL.  

Currently, the ten children in a room (nine children plus a teacher) rule is still 

in effect.  I have current and prospective parents, many in the military, first 

responders, and medical workers, who need daycare for their children. With 

this rule in place, we are only allowed to hold about half of the children we 

usually do.  We are at capacity and cannot currently serve these essential 

workers.

I ask you for your help in lifting this rule.  I know these are statewide rules.  

Any help with this matter and/or information on further people to contact 

would be extremely helpful.

I appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Emily Neale

Emily Neale
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4717 1st Ave S Saint Petersburg 33711 7276376266 appledevicessuck@gmail.com

9270 Ridge Rd Seminole 33772 7274888797 info@writestartlearningcenter.com
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